Class: ........... 7th Form
Date: ......................................

**STUDENT FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE**

Name: ..................................................................................................................................

1. On the whole I feel I am learning…
   
   very well □  fairly well □  don’t know □  not very well □  badly □

2. I find the lessons…
   
   interesting □  moderately interesting □  boring □

3. Things I would like to do **MORE** during this term:
   
   pronunciation practice □  work with my Language Record □
   vocabulary □  work on evaluation □
   grammar □  group or pair work □
   listening □  individual work □
   reading □  other (say what) □
   writing □
   speaking □

4. In order to help my teacher to make the lessons better, my suggestions are:
   
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

   **Thank you for your opinion!**

(adapted from Ur, P. (1996) *A Course in Language Teaching Practice and Theory*)